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ABSTRACT 
We calculate the rate at which angular momentum and energy are transferred between a disk 
and a satellite which orbit the same central mass. A satellite which moves on a circular orbit exerts 
a torque on the disk only in the immediate vicinity of its Lindblad resonances. The direction of 
angular momentum transport is outward, from disk material inside the satellite's orbit to the 
satellite and from the satellite to disk material outside its orbit. A satellite with an eccentric orbit 
exerts a torque on the disk at corotation resonances as well as at Lindblad resonances. The angular 
momentum and energy transfer at Lindblad resonances tends to increase the satellite's orbit 
eccentricity whereas the transfer at corotation resonances tends to decrease it. In a Keplerian disk, 
to lowest order in eccentricity and in the absence of nonlinear effects, the corotation resonances 
dominate by a slight margin and the eccentricity damps. However, if the strongest corotation 
resonances saturate due to particle trapping, then the eccentricity grows. 
We present an illustrative application of our results to the interaction between Jupiter and the 
protoplanetary disk. The angular momentum transfer is shown to be so rapid that substantial 
changes in both the structure of the disk and the orbit of Jupiter must have taken place on a time 
scale of a few thousand years. 
Subject headings: hydrodynamics - planets: Jupiter - planets: satellites -
solar system: general 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The main purpose of this paper is to evaluate the transfer of angular momentum and energy between a disk and a 
satellite in order to determine their mutual evolution. Our results are applicable to a variety of systems: the rings of 
Saturn (Goldreich and Tremaine 1978b, henceforth GTl), the rings of Uranus (Goldreich and Tremaine 1979a), 
accretion disks in close binary systems (Lin and Papaloizou 1979), and the protoplanetary nebula (cf. §VI). 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In § II we calculate the angular momentum and energy transfer due to the 
torques which the satellite exerts on the disk at Lindblad and corotation resonances. The orbital evolution of a 
satellite and a neighboring narrow ring is explicitly evaluated. Section III contains an alternate derivation of the 
results obtained in§ II, based on a single close encounter between the satellite and each ring particle. The cutoff in 
the torque at Lindblad resonances which occurs close to the satellite is accurately computed in§ IV. Next, in§ V we 
describe additional features of disk-satellite interactions which are relevant in applications to planetary rings. 
Section VI includes an illustrative application to the mutual evolution of Jupiter's orbit and the protoplanetary gas 
disk. Finally,§ VII contains a summary and guide to the most important equations. 
From time to time we will refer to Goldreich and Tremaine (1978c) as GT2, and to Goldreich and Tremaine 
(1979b) as GT3. 
II. STEADY-STATE INTERACTIONS AT RESONANCES 
a) The Disk 
For our purposes, it suffices to consider a two-dimensional disk which lies in the equatorial plane of a cylindrical 
coordinate system (r, (), z). The unperturbed disk is azimuthally symmetric and rotates with angular velocity n(r) 
> 0. Oort's parameters A(r), B(r) and the epicyclic frequency K(r) are defined by 
rdn 2 1 d 2 2 A(r) = "2 dr ' B(r) = O(r) + A(r), K (r) = ,3 dr [r O(r)] = 4B(r)O(r). (1) 
425 
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The validity of most of our results does not depend upon the nature and composition of the disk material. It may 
be a fluid, a collisionless gas, or a collection of macroscopic particles. However, the magnitude of the typical random 
particle velocity, denoted by c, is assumed to be much smaller than the circular velocity, c «Or, as is observed in 
planetary rings. Also, the surface mass density ~ is constrained by G~ « 0 2r, which implies that the disk makes a 
negligible contribution to the unperturbed gravity field. Thus, we consider only disks which orbit some central rigid 
body, whose mass we denote by MP. Some other restrictions on the validity of our results are discussed in§ V. 
The most important special case is the nearly Keplerian disk for which 0 2(r) :::::: G MP/r 3 , A/0 :::::: - i, B/0 :::::: i, and 
K/0:::::: 1. 
b) The Satellite 
The satellite orbit is characterized by the elements a and e and is assumed to lie in the disk plane. We define a such 
that the instantaneous angular velocity is equal to O(a) when the satellite crosses r =a. Note that for the Kepler 
problem a differs from the semimajor axis in order e2. The eccentricity e = (rmax- rmin)/2a. Fore« 1, the satellite 
makes an epicyclic oscillation at angular frequency K8 = K(a) about a guiding center which revolves at the rate o. 
= O(a). To first order in e, we may write 
r. = a(l- ecos K 8t), (2) 
(Chandrasekhar 1960). The apse precession rate is given by 
dw dt = Os- Ks. (3) 
The perturbation potential due to a satellite of mass M. reads 
ri.S( 8 ) GM. M. 2 
'f' r, 't = --1 - I + M 0 (r)r.· r. 
r r. P 
(4) 
The second term is the indirect part of the potential which arises because the coordinate origin is attached to the 
central mass. 
It is convenient to expand ¢• in a Fourier series: 
00 00 
cp•(r, 8, t) = L L c/Jf.m(r) cos {m8- [mO.+ (I- m)K.]t} . (5) 
1=-oom=O 
Fore« 1, the largest term in c/Jtm is proportional to ell-mi. The pattern speed of the /, m potential component is 
(1-m) 
Olm = 0 8 + K 8 • 
. m 
(6) 
It is straightforward to calculate c/Jtm from equations (2) and (4). To first order in e, the only nonvanishing 
components are 
(7) 
(8) 
• GM. [(1 mo. f3 d) (3 2B. o.) J 
c/Jm-l.m = -~ e(2 - Om.o) 2-----;:: + l d/3 b'f12 - f/3 2- {l.- Ks om.l · (9) 
Here f = 02;a3 /GMP, {3 = rja, om,n is the Kronecker delta function, and b'f12({3) is the Laplace coefficient, 
2 (" cos mcpd¢ 
b'ft2({3) = ~ Jo (1 - 2{3 cos¢ + /32)1/2 . (10) 
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The terms in ¢f.m proportional to bm,l arise from the indirect part of the perturbation potential. Equations (7)-(1 0) 
are valid for all {3. 
c) Torques at Resonances 
Torques are exerted on the disk by ¢i.m only in the immediate vicinity of Lindblad and corotation resonances. The 
former occur where 
K(r) 
Q(r) + t- = n, m ' m . t=±l, m>O; (11) 
and the latter where 
Q(r) = nl,m' m>O. (12) 
We ignore m = 0 perturbations since they are axisymmetric and exert no torque. At the Lindblad resonance the 
epicyclic motion of a particle in a circular orbit is strongly excited, since the perturbation frequency felt by the 
particle is equal to its epicyclic frequency. At the corotation resonance the angular momentum of a particle in a 
circular orbit undergoes large changes, since the particle feels a slowly varying azimuthal force. However, the 
particle's epicyclic motion is not excited. A Keplerian disk of infinite extent has one inner (t = -1) and one outer (t 
= + 1) Lindblad resonance and a single corotation resonance for each Q 1,m > 0 and m > 1. 
Analytic expressions for the torque are derived in GT3. At a Lindblad resonance r = ru 
L 2 [ (rdD)- 1(rd¢f.m 2Q s ) 2 ] Tl,m = - mn ~ dr ~ + n - nl,m ¢1.m rL ' (13) 
where D = K 2 - m2(Q - Q 1,m)2 • Note that the sign of Ttm is opposite to that of dD/dr. Thus, angular momentum is 
removed from the disk at an inner Lindblad resonance and added to it at an outer Lindblad resonance (Lynden-Bell 
and Kalnajs 1972). At a corotation resonance r = r0 
Tf.m = m;2 [(~~rt:, (~)<¢f.m)21c (14) 
Note that the sign of Tf.m is that of the gradient of vorticity per unit surface density if dn/dr < 0. The torque 
formulae are valid in the limit that c « Qr, G~ « Q2r, and m « Qrjc. The implications of the violation of the last 
inequality are examined in§ IV. 
Given a disk and a satellite, the apparatus we have assembled enables us to locate the resonances and to calculate 
the torques exerted on the disk. This procedure was applied to Saturn's rings in GTl to provide an explanation for 
the formation of the Cassini division. Here our goal is slightly different. We are primarily concerned with those 
resonances which are close to the satellite, i.e., those for which lrL - al « a and lr c - al « a or, what is equivalent, 
m » 1. In this limit the positions of the resonances are located as shown in Figure 1. Two features are worth 
commenting on. First, some of the resonances are at r = a. Clearly, the linear perturbation theory used to calculate 
r X= m +I R = m R. = m -I t t t 
K 0 
a( 1 + IAim) ---------------------•--
0 c 
a(l + 2l~m) --------------•------+-
o c I 
a ------ •------•-------e--
K C I 
a(1-ii'Aj";,) ------•------•--------
I 
0 (1- IA~m) ------•---------------
FIG. I.-The positions of the most important resonances for fixed m »I. We only show resonances with 1/- ml s; 1 since the perturbing 
potential from the satellite (cf. eq. [5]) is oc ell-ml, The symbols 0, C, and I denote outer Lindblad resonances, corotation resonances, 
and inner Lindblad resonances, respectively. 
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the torques given by equations (13) and (14) is an inadequate tool for these resonances. Second, there is an infinite 
sequence of resonances of each type l = m, l = m ± 1, and each sequence has an accumulation point at r = a. The 
high density of resonances near a leads us to introduce the average torque per radial interval, or torque density, 
which we denote by dTT,m/dr or dTf.m/dr. 
To compute the torque densities we use equations (7)-(10), (13), and (14) and Figure 1. To evaluate bT1if3) for 11 
- /31 « 1 and m » 1, we note that most of the contribution to the integral in equation (1 0) comes from 8 « 1. Thus, 
we replace cos e by 1 - 82 /2, extend the upper limit to infinity' and set f3 = 1 except where it appears in the 
combination 1 - {3. This procedure yields 
bT;z(/3) ::::: ~ K 0(mll - {31) , 
n 
where Kv denotes the modified Bessel function of order v. Similarly, 
dbT;z(f3) ::::: sgn (1 - {3) 2m Kl(mll- {31)' 
df3 n 
and 
d 2bT12({3) 2m2 [ 1 J 
df3 2 ::::: n K 0 (mll - {31) + mil _ f3l K 1 (mil - {31) · 
The resulting torque densities are 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
dTL K 2rL (GM )2 ~ = sgn (r- a) 34 ( s 4 {(2!1/K)K0(K/2IAI) + K 1(K/21AI)} 2 , (18) dr 2 A a- r) 
e) Orbital Variations 
Next we investigate the rates of change of a and e due to the interaction between a satellite and a circular ring of 
radial width !J.r and mass Mr. The mean radius and radial width of the ring are subject to the constraints 
c Ia - rl Ia - rl 2 !J.r Ia - rl -«~~«1 «-«~~- (21) 
Or a ' a2 a a 
The lower limit on the mean separation between the ring and the satellite orbit is equivalent to the requirement that 
m « Qrjc for those l = m and l = m ± 1 resonances which lie within the ring. Our torque equations (13) and (14) are 
only valid in this limit. The lower limit on the ring width ensures that many resonances of each type fall within the 
ring boundaries so that the torque density is a meaningful concept. The effects of a wide ring on the satellite orbit 
may be determined by summing the effects of many narrow rings. 
A simple derivation of the perturbation equations for a and e starts with the integrals of the unperturbed satellite 
orbit. These are the angular momentum 
(22) 
and the energy 
(23) 
where <I> is the unperturbed gravitational potential. The forms of the integrals follow immediately from the 
definitions of a and e adopted in§ lib. The expression for His exact whereas that for E is valid to order e2 • For each 
ring torque component Tr with pattern speed QP there is a reaction torque on the satellite which changes Hand E 
according to 
dH 
dt = - T" (24) 
dE 
df = -QpTr. (25) 
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From equations (22)-(25) and the identities aQ2 = d(J>jdr and K2 - 302 = d 2 (J>jdr 2 , we find 
da 2QT, 
dt =- aK2Ms' (26) 
de= -[(n _ Q) _ 2e2 n(l + d ln K)J T, . 
dt P d ln r M.e(aK) 2 (27) 
Here n, K, and d ln K/d ln rare to be evaluated at r =a. 
The leading contribution to dafdt is due to dT';,,m/dr (eq. [18]). We find 
da QG2 M M 
dt = sgn (a - r) 4 ( s ')4 [(20/K)K0(K/2IAI) + K1 (K/2IAI)] 2 , 8nA a a- r (28) 
where M, = 2nLrLlr. 
The computation of dejdt is slightly more subtle. The effect of dT~ ,jdr is smaller than that of dT~± 1 ,jdr by 
~ Ia - rlfa « 1. To ascertain the contribution of dP ± 1 /dr, we integrate over the ring holding constant everything 
but L and Ia- rl- 5, the most rapidly varyingm factors. We find that dT~± 1 ,,/dr and dr;,±1,,/dr make 
comparable contributions to dejdt. The end result is 
1 de K 2G2M M { 
-; dt = 8niAI5ala•- ~~ 5 ([1 + (20/K)2]K0(K/IAI) + [IAI/K + 40/K]K1(K/IAI)) 2 
IAI } 
- 2B ((20/K)K0(K/2IAI) + K1(K/2IAI))2 • (29) 
The positive first term and the negative second term come from the Lindblad and corotation resonances, 
respectively. 
A numerical evaluation of a- 1dajdt and e- 1defdt for the Keplerian disk yields 
1 da M.M, ( a ) 4 
-- = 0.798-- -- Qsgn(a- r), 
a dt M; a- r (30) 
1 de M.M, ( a ) 5 
-; dt = -0.0739 M; Ia- rl n. (31) 
Applications of these results are presented in§§ V and VI. Here we merely note that the satellite is repelled by the 
ring and its orbital eccentricity is damped. The latter conclusion is dependent on the assumption that the resonances 
are not saturated (cf. § Ve). 
III. INTERACTIONS DURING A CLOSE ENCOUNTER 
In this section we rederive equations (28) and (29) without reference to individual resonances. This alternate 
derivation helps to clarify the mechanisms of angular momentum transport between a satellite and a differentially 
rotating disk. The approximation we use here was applied previously by Julian and Toomre (1966) and by Lin and 
Papaloizou (1979). It was originally devised by Hill for his lunar theory. 
a) Basic Model 
We introduce a local coordinate system with origin at r = R which revolves with n = Q(R). The x axis points 
radially outward, and they axis points in the direction of increasing e. For x/ R « 1 andy/ R « 1, the equations of 
motion of a particle of mass m subject to a central potential $(r) and a perturbation potentialqyP read (Spitzer and 
Schwarzschild 1953) 
.X + 4QAx - 2Qy = - oqyp/ox , 
.Y + 2nx =- o4Jp/oy, 
where A = A(R). The unperturbed (qyp = 0) motion of a particle is given by 
X = rx - f COS (Kt + <5) , y = 2Arxt + ')' + 20 f sin (Kt + <5). 
K 
Here rx, f, y, and <5 are constants and K = K(R). 
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The equations of motion have an" energy" integral if o¢Pjot = 0 and an" angular momentum" integral if o¢Pjoy 
= 0: 
H = M[dyjdt + 2Qx] . (35) 
From equations (34) and (35), we see that the energy and angular momentum of an unperturbed particle may be 
expressed as 
(36) 
H= 2MBrx. (37) 
The equations which govern the evolution of the osculating orbital elements are obtained by applying the method 
of variation of constants to equations (32}--(34). We find 
drx _ 1 o¢P dy 1 o¢p 
dt - 2B ay ' dt = 2B orx ' 
db 1 o¢P 
dt = ICf a;. (38) 
It is often convenient to replace £ and {J by the auxiliary variables h = £ sin {J and k = £ cos {J which satisfy 
dh 1 o¢P 
dt = ~ ok • dk - .!_ (J(Jl p dt " oh (39) 
For later comparison with the results obtained in §II, we note that rx and £ are related to a, r, and e by 
rx.=a-R, 
rx,=r-R, 
£ = eR. 
b) First and Second Order Perturbations 
(40a) 
(40b) 
(40c) 
We consider the changes in rx and £ produced by a single close encounter of two particles with masses M, and M •. 
The interaction energy is M,M.¢, where 
G G 
¢ = - [(x. - x,)2 + (y. - y,)2r/2 - -d. (41) 
The quantity¢ may be expressed as a function of rx;, y;, h;, k;, and t where i = r, s. From the manner in which IX;, y;, h;, 
and k; enter ¢, it follows that 
oz, =-oz.' 
(42) 
where z is any one of these elements. This symmetry does not apply to the elements£ and b. For this reason, we use h 
and k instead of £ and {J in the initial development of the equations for the second order perturbations. 
The first order variations, lJ 1z;(t), follow directly from equations (38) and (39). From the above symmetries 
·M.tJ 1z.(t) = -M,lJ1z,(t) for z =IX, y, h, and k. 
The second order variation of rx. satisfies 
(43) 
To obtain the total second order change of IX8 due to the encounter, d 2 rx. = b21X.( oo), we integrate equation (43) over 
- oo < t < oo and use the symmetry relations. We obtain 
{ 1 [Ioo 82 ¢ I' I o¢ Ioo 82 ¢ I' I o¢] d2rxs = M.(M, + M.) -4 2 dt-;--;-- dt -;- - dt ----;--z dt -;-B _ 00 u!X8 uYs _ 00 uy8 _ 00 uy. _ 00 u!X8 
+- - dt-'~'- dtl_'f'_+ dt--'~'- dt1 - • 1 [ Ioo 02..1. I' 0..1. Ioo 02..1. I' o¢ ]} 
2B" _ 00 ah.ay. _ 00 ok. _ 00 ok.ay. _ 00 a h. 
(44) 
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The second order variation of f. is related to the first and second order variations of h and k by 
<5 f. _ h<52h + k<52k (k<5 1h - M 1k)2 
2 - (h2 + k2)1/2 + 2(h2 + k2)3f2 (45) 
A derivation analogous to that leading to equation (44) yields 
M, foo o¢ f11hs =- dt -, 
K -oo oks (46) 
!12hs = M,(M, + M.){2~K [- foo dt o 82! ft dt' ~</J + foo dt 8828</Jk ft dt' oo</J J 
-oo (l(s s -oo Ys -oo Ys s -oo (l(s 
+- dt-- dt'__ dt- dt'- . 1 [foo 82¢ ft aq; foo 82¢ ft 8¢]} 
"
2 
_ 00 ah.ak. _ 00 ak. _ 00 ak; _ 00 oh. 
(47) 
The analogous expressions for 111 k. and 112k. are obtained by applying the transformation h. ____. k., k. ____. -h. to 
equations (46) and (47). 
Next we change from h. and k. to £8 and <5. in the equations for /12 (1(. and 112 £ •• This is accomplished by using the 
relations 
a . a cos <5 a 
-=sm<5-+---, 
oh of. f. o£ 
a a sin <5 a 
- =cos <5- - ---. 
ok o£ f. of. (48) 
The results are 
_ { 1 [foo 02q; ft ,o¢ foo ,o2¢ft ,8¢] 
/12(1(s - M.(M, + M.) 4B2 _ dt a-6 dt a - dt [i2 dt -oo (l(s Ys -oo Ys -oo Ys - 00 O(l(s 
+-- dt-- dt'-- dt-- dt'-1 [foo 82¢ ft aq; foo 82¢ ft 8¢]} 
2BKf.s -oo Of..oy. -oo 8<5. -oo ob.ay. -oo Of.s (49) 
and 
_ { 1 [foo 02¢ ft , aq; foo 02q; ft , aq;] £8112£8 - M.(M, + M.) 2B _ dt OQ( ob dt -0 - dt ~ 0 ~ dt -0 K 00 s s -oo Ys -oo uy. u. -oo (l(s 
+-2- dt-- dt -- dt- dt'-1 [foo 02¢ ft , aq; foo 02q; ft aq;] 
K f.s - 00 ob.o£. - 00 8<5. - 00 a<5; - 00 Of.. 
- - - dt- - - - dt- +- - dt 1 (1 foo o¢)2 1 ( 1 foo o¢ )2} M; (1 foo aq;)2 
2 K -oo 0£8 2 Kf.8 -oo 0<58 2 K -oo 0£8 • (50) 
The piece proportional toM; in £5112£5 arises from the term in equation (45) which is quadratic in the first order 
variations of h. and k •. 
Equations ( 49) and (50) describe the second order changes in (1(5 and £5 produced by a close encounter of masses M, 
and M •. However, our aim is to determine the changes in (1(5 and £8 due to the interaction of a continuous ring of small 
particles of total mass M, with a satellite of mass M •. In this case, the terms proportional to M; account for 
successive first order perturbations of the satellite by different particles of the circular ring. Since the potential of a 
circular ring may be absorbed into the unperturbed potential, these terms do not contribute to /12 (1(. and 112£8• (A 
formal proof of this result may be constructed but is not given here.) In the terms proportional to M.M., M, should 
be replaced by M,dy,/2nr and the resulting expression integrated over 0 :::;; y, :::;; 2nr. 
To further simplify the equations for /12 (1(5 and !12£., we make use of the relations 
aq;;a1, = - aq;;a1• (51) 
and 
aq; atP aq; 
-= K-+2A(Q(- (1()-· 
ot 8<5. s r oy. (52) 
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Equation (51) is a specia1case of equation (42) withy substituted for z. Equation (52) follows immediately from the 
form of ljJ as given by equations (34) and (41) and the fact that f, = 0. 
To simplify Ll2 oc., we apply equation (51) to the second term in each of the square brackets of equation (49). Next, 
we integrate by parts with respect toy, and then change the order of the integrations overt and t'. After applying 
equation (51) again, the two terms in each square bracket combine to yield the product of two one-dimensional 
integrals. 
The prescription for simplifying Ll2f, is similar to that used for Ll2 oc,. However, in this case equation (52) is applied 
first to express ol/Jjob, in terms of ol/Jjoy, and ol/Jjot. The integrations by parts and the interchanges of order of the 
integrations over time now follow the procedure outlined for Ll2 oc,. After Ll2 f, has been expressed as the sum of terms 
each involving the product of two one-dimensional integrals, equation (52) is applied again to express ol/Jjoy, in 
terms of oljJjob,. 
The simplified versions of Ll2 oc, and Ll2 f, read 
Ll2oc,=-- dy, - 2 dt-- dt-+-- dt-- dt- , M,M, J2"' { 1 Joo o24J Joo ol/J 1 Joo o24J Joo ol/J} 2nr 0 4B -oo ooc,oy. -oo oy. 2BKf, -oo Of,O'}', -oo ob, (53) 
fil2f =-·-' dy - dt-- dt-+- dt-- dt-M M J2"' { 1 J<XJ o24J Joo ol/J 1 Joo o24J Joo ol/J 
s s 2nr 0 r 2BK _ 00 OOC80b8 - 00 oy, K2f8 - 00 Ob80f8 - 00 Obs 
- ~ (~ J<XJ dt o<I>)2 - ~ (-1 J<XJ dt ol/J )2} 
2 K -oo Ofs 2 Kfs -oo ob, . (54) 
In writing equations (53) and (54), we have discarded some boundary terms which arise from the integrations by 
parts over y,. These terms are smaller than those retained by order loc. - oc,l/ R « 1. 
We proceed to evaluate Ll2 oc. and Ll2f. to lowest order in f 5 • We start by expanding ljJ in a Taylor series in fs using 
the identity 
oljJ =-cos u ol/J + 20 sin u ol/J ' 
Ofs ox. K oy. (55) 
where u = Kt + b •. We also need the second and third order derivatives which read 
o24J = (1 +cos 2u) o24J + (20)2 (1 -cos 2u) o2l/J- 20 sin 2u o2l/J ' 
Of; 2 ax; K 2 oy; K ox.ay. (56) 
o3 4J __ (3 cos u +cos 3u) o3 l/J (0)3 . . o3 4J 
;:) 3 - 4 ;:) 3 + 2 - (3 sm u - sm 3u) ~ uf8 uX8 K uy8 
30 o3 l/J (0)2 o3 4J +-(sin u + sin 3u) - 2- - 3 - (cos u - cos 3u) --2 · 2K OX8 OJ8 K OX80J8 (57) 
Next we replace ol/Jjoy. by - [2A(oc. - oc,)] - 1 K ol/Jjo(J. and (2nr) - 1 J~"' dy, by (2n) - 1 J~" d(J. in equations (53) and 
(54). The latter substitution is not exact unless Ka,/(2Aia.- a,i) is an integer, but the error it introduces is only of 
order loc. - oc,l/ R « 1. 
To calculate Ll2a. to lowest order in f 5 , only the second term in equation (53) is needed. Using the results of the 
preceding paragraph, we see that this term is equal to 
(58) 
To lower order in f., 
I <X) ol/J J<XJ ( . ol/J 20 ol/J) dt~ = f 5 dt sm u-;- +-cos u-;- ' 
-oo uu8 -oo uX8 K uys o 
(59) 
where the subscript 0 denotes that the partial derivatives, 
ol/J G(x. - x,) ol/J G(y. - y,) 
ax. d 3 oy. d 3 
(60) 
are to be evaluated for circular orbits. Thus, we set X;= IX; andY;= 2Aoc;t +'}';for i = r, s. Then we change the 
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variable of integration from t to r = 2At + (y. - y,)/(rx. - rx,) and obtain 
J~oo dt ;:. = 21;j~.s~ ~,)2 J~oo (1 +d:2 )3f2 [cos (2~~~)- 2~' sin (2~ 1 ) l (61) 
where v =b.- K(y.- y,)/[2A(rx.- ()(,)]. Integration over r yields 
J~oo dt ::. = 2~~~=-~n;.)2 [2~ Ko(2~ 1 ) + K1(2~1)l (62) 
Combining equations (58) and (62), we arrive at the final expression for A2rx. which reads 
A2 rx. = 32l~l25~(:.~2rx,) 5 [2~ Ko (21:1) + K1(21:1) J. (63) 
To obtain da/dt from A2 rx., we use equation (40) and the fact that the entire ring passes by the satellite in a time 
At= na 
IA(a- r)l (64) 
Thus 
~ n~~~ 2 
-d = sgn (a- r) 8 A4 ( )4 [(2il/K)K0(K/2IAI) + K1(K/2IAI)] . t n aa-r (65) 
In writing dajdt we have set K2 = 4QB. Note that equation (65) for dajdt is identical to equation (28) obtained by 
summing the torques at discrete resonances. 
The calculation of A2~:. proceeds along similar lines to that of A2 rx •. Each of the four terms in equation (54) makes 
a contribution of order ~:. to A2~: •• The first of these terms may be written as 
A 1 _ M.M, a i2" d~ (Joo d a4J )2 Ll.2(s 1 - - U 8 t- · 16niAIB(rx.-rx,)~:.arx. 0 -oo ab. (66) 
With the aid of equation (62), we find 
A2~:sl1 = - 16~~~:.'~2~,)6 [2~ Ko(2~ 1 ) + K1(21:1) J. (67) 
The three remaining terms may be grouped as 
M.M, 12" {a [1 (Joo a4J)2] (Joo a4J)2} A2~:sl2+3+4 = 4nK2(s Jo db. a~:. ~ -oo dt ab. - -oo dt a~:. . (68) 
To calculate A2~:. to first order in~:., we must expand l/J to third order in £5 in equation (68). We denote by 4J<n> the nth 
derivative of l/J with respect to ~:. evaluated at ~:. = 0. Then to third order in ~:., 
l/J = l/J(O) + l/J(1)(8 + l/J(2l(~:;/2) + l/J(3l(~:;/6). (69) 
When equation (69) is substituted into equation (68), the terms which result may be sorted according to the order of 
the derivatives with respect to~:, which appear in the integral factors. Thus the (m, n) terms are proportional to the 
product of an integral of 4J<m> and an integral of 4J<n>. Using this nomenclature, we assert that the (0, n) terms vanish 
individually, the (1, 2) terms vanish when averaged over b., and the (1, 1) and (1, 3) terms sum to zero when averaged 
over b •. These assertions may be verified by inspection of the forms of equations (55)-(57) and (68). It is not 
necessary to evaluate the t integrals. 
It is now established that to first order in~:. only the (2, 2) terms survive. From equations (56) and (68), we find that 
these yield 
(70) 
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where 
o2 ¢ G[2(x.- x.)2 - (y.- y.)2 ] 
ox; dS 
o2 ¢ G[2(y.- y.)2 - (x.- x.)2 ] 
ay; d 5 
~ __ 3G (x.- x.)(Ys- Yr). 
ox.ay.- d 5 (71) 
Equations (70) and (71) reduce to 
(72) 
The integrals in equation (72) which involve trigonometric functions may be expressed in terms of modified Bessel 
functions. The other integrals are elementary. We find 
K 2G2 M M f { (A)4 } A2fsl2+3+4 = A 6(cx. _:. cxJ: ([1 + (2il/K)2]K0(K/IAI)+ [IAI/K + 4il/K]K1(K/IAI))2 - --;; · (73) 
To determine defdt we combine equations (40), (64), (67), and (73) which yield 
I de K 2G2M M { 
edt= SniAisala•- ~Is ([1 + (2il/K)2]Ko(K/IAI) + [IAI/K + 4il/K]K1(K/IAI))2 
- ~ ((2il/K)Ko(K/21AI) + Kl(K/21AI))2 - (~r} · (74) 
Note that dIn afdt is smaller than dIn efdt by a factor Ia - rl/a and has been neglected. A comparison of equations 
(29) and (74) reveals that the close encounter approximation duplicates the expression for de/dt that we obtained by 
summing the torques at discrete resonances except for the addition of a term proportional to (A/K)4. The origin of 
the "extra term" is explained below. 
c) Eccentricity Driving 
A satellite moving on an eccentric orbit forces an eccentricity in an initially circular ring. The potential 
components responsible for the forced eccentricity have m = 0 and I=± 1. From equations (5}--(10), we see that for 
Ia - rl « a the dominant terms in the forcing potential are 
GM.e 
V(r) = (¢1 0 + ¢•_ 1 0) cos Kt ~- I I cos Kt. (75) 
· · na-r 
The forced response of a ring particle is obtained by substituting V for!~P in equation (33). To first order in M. we 
find ~-
( ) GM8e sgn (a - r)t sin Kt xt = , 
2nK(a- r)2 (76) 
subject to the initial conditions x(O) = .X(O) = y(O) = 0. In deriving equation (76), we have set Ks = KL = K since K 
has been treated as a constant in this section. More generally, equation (76)is valid for IKs- K.lt « 1. For Kt » 1, the 
ring perturbation is well described as a growing forced eccentricity e. where 
e = GM.et . (7?) 
r 2nKa(a - r)2 
As the ring's eccentricity grows, the satellite's eccentricity e diminishes. To relate the changes in e. and e, we use the 
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conservation laws (cf. eqs. [36] and [37]) and the fact that the circularly symmetric potential V does not transfer 
angular momentum between the satellite and the ring. Thus 
2 M, 2 !1e = --11e . M r 
s 
(78) 
Withe, evaluated fort = At, the time interval between successive passages of the satellite past a given ring particle 
(cf. eq. [64]), 
(79) 
This is just the value of the "extra term" in 11e obtained in the close encounter approximation (cf. eq. [73]). 
It is clear that the "extra term" in dejdt does not arise from a true resonance and does not represent a secular 
change in e. Its appearance in the close encounter derivation of dejdt is an artifact of this approximation's limited 
frequency resolution which does not enable us to distinguish between a long period term and a secular one. 
IV. TORQUE CUTOFF 
We have shown that the torque density at radius r due to a satellite moving on a circular orbit of radius a is 
proportional to sgn (r- a)(a- r)- 4 for cjQ « Ia- rl «a (cf. eq. [18]). If the satellite orbits within a disk, weare 
unable to find the total torque since equation (18) fails in the region Ia- rl ::5 c/0 where the torque density is 
greatest. Our purpose in this section is to derive formulae for the total torques exerted by the satellite on the parts of 
the disk interior and exterior to it. For simplicity, we consider gaseous disks. They are the subject of our 
astronomical application in §VI. Results for disks composed of discrete particles should be similar. 
We adopt the local Cartesian approximation of§ III. The satellite is located at the coordinate origin and gives rise 
to the time-independent potential M.c/J = - G M.f(x2 + y2)1i2. The steady-state response of the disk may be 
obtained from the hydrodynamic equations developed in Goldreich and Lynden-Bell (1965) and GT2. The 
unperturbed surface density~ and the sound speed care assumed to be constant. We denote the perturbed surface 
density by a. The relevant equations are 
(80) 
(81) 
(82) 
d 2 {J _ 2r d{J [ 2B ~- Kkyc 2112 k;c2 2 ]-- M.k;- 2 
dr2 (1 + r2) dr + A(l + r2) + 4A2 2A2Q (1 + r ) + 4A2 (1 + r ) (}-- 4A2 c/J(ky, r)(l + r ) . (83) 
Note that our sign conventions for A and n differ from GT2; as a result some of our equations differ slightly from 
their analogs there. Equation (83) (GT2, eq. [34]) is to be solved subject to the boundary conditions {J, d{Jfdr - 0 as 
r-oo; 
Q = Kc/nG~ (84) 
is the Toomre (1964) stability parameter. The disk is stable to axisymmetric perturbations if and only if Q ;;:::; 1. We 
consider only stable disks. 
To determine the torque exerted on the disk, we compute the angular momentum flux through the disk in the limit 
lxl- oo. This is a valid procedure because we are dealing with a stationary state and all of the angular momentum 
which is deposited in the disk is transported toward ilx = ± oo by density waves. As lxl- oo, the factor exp (iky rx) in 
the integrand of equation (81) oscillates rapidly. Thus the main contribution to 8(ky, x) comes from large values ofr 
where fr(r) also oscillates rapidly and there is a point of stationary phase. At large r, the WKB solutions of 
differential equation (83) have the form 
(}(k r) = S r 112 exp _Y_ + S_r112 exp __ Y_ . _ (ik cr2) ( ik cr2) 
Y' + 4IAI 4IAI (85) 
The amplitudes S± are obtained by numerical integration of equation (83). 1 Because equation (83) is real, St = S _. 
1 For Q- 1 = 0 the differential equation may be solved analytically. The solutions contain parabolic cylinder functions. 
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Substituting equation (85) into equation (81) and applying the method of stationary phase, we find 
fi(ky, x) = 21~1L S+(2nkylxl)ll2 exp ( + ikyl:lxz + i:) asx-±oo. (86) 
These solutions are trailing spiral wave trains. 
Spiral density waves transport angular momentum by gravitational torques and by advective transport (Lynden-
Bell and Kalnajs 1972, GT3). In regions far from corotation (lxl- oo ), advective transport is dominant. To derive 
the appropriate expression for the advective angular momentum flux in local Cartesian coordinates, we make a 
slight modification of the development in §II of GT3 and obtain 
F8 = 4n2 RciAIL Ico kyiS± l2dky. (87) 
To adapt this relation to a circularly symmetric disk, we replace kyR by the azimuthal wavenumber m. A single value 
of m corresponds to an interval dky = 1/R. Thus, 
co 
where 
m » 1. (88) 
In the limit m = kyR « O.Rjc, the WKB approximation enables us to solve equation (83) analytically (cf. GT2, 
eqs. [36] and [46]). For 
(89) 
we obtain 
(90) 
If inequality (89) is not satisfied, the density waves tunnel through the forbidden region around corotation and are 
amplified (Mark 1976; GT2). As a result, there is interference between density waves which originate on opposite 
sides of corotation and F8 (m) oscillates rapidly witn m. The WKB approximation may also be applied to solve 
equation (83) in this limit with the aid of appropriate connection formulae. However, we do not include these 
solutions here. 
The angular momentum flux which corresponds to S± given by equation (90) is 
F'f:K8 (m) = :~~~ (G.::·r {(20./K)Ko(K/21AI) + Kt(K/2IAI))l. (91) 
The torque which excites each density wave train is exerted in the vicinity of a Lindblad resonance at r - a = 
± Ka/(21Aim) (see Fig. 1). It is a simple matter to compute the torque density from F'f:K8 (m) and to recover 
equation (18). 
To determine the total torque, we must include values ofm;;::: O.Rjc. We determine IS±I by numerical integration 
of equation (83) and express the results in terms of the ratio F n(m)/F'f:K8(m). For a given rotation law, this ratio 
depends only on Q and f.l = mc/O.R. The results are plotted in Figure 2 for Keplerian disks with Q = 2 and Q = oo. 
The total flux may be written as 
L0.3 R ico Fn(m) F8 = (GM.)2 - 1- 1- 3 {(20./K)K0(K/2IAI) + K1(K/21AI)}2 df.l Jl. 2 WKB . KAc 0 F8 (m) (92) 
The behavior of the integrand is displayed in Figure 3. If we define Jl.max by 
1 3 I"' 2 Fn(m) 
3/lmax = Jo df.,l Jl. F'J:KB(m)' (93) 
then Jl.max = 1.45 for Q = 2 and Jl.rnax = 0.69 for Q = 00. 
A satellite which moves on a circular orbit exerts a torque equal to+ F8 on the parts of the disk which are interior 
and exterior to its orbit. We apply this result to a simple problem in§ VI. 
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10 2.---------,------------.-----------~ 
E 
fL = ~~ 
FIG. 2.-The ratio of the actual angular momentum flux from a resonance to the flux calculated from a WKB approximation (eq. [91]). The 
a2imuthal wavenumber m is assumed to be »I. Q denotes Toomre's stability parameter (eq. [84]). 
V. EXTENSIONS AND REFINEMENTS 
Here we discuss some details of the application of our results to planetary rings. Out of necessity we settle for 
order-of-magnitude calculations. To simplify matters we specialize to circular satellite orbits and Keplerian disks. 
We consider both gaseous and particulate disks. The latter are assumed to be composed of particles of radius b 
and density p which possess random velocities of order c. The normal optical depth 1:, the collision frequency w"' and 
kinematic viscosity v satisfy 
1: ~ "i./bp, (94) 
(95) 
(96) 
(Goldreich and Tremaine 1978a). The significance of the disk's self-gravity for local dynamics is measured by 
Toomre's parameter Q (eq. [84]). A disk is self-gravitating in the vertical direction if Q = 0(1). 
4.0 0.40 
p.-2 FH(m) 
FtfKB(m) 
0.8 0.08 
0.6 0.06 
0.4 0.04 
0.2 0.02 
3 4 5 
fL = ~~ 
FIG. 3.-Plot of the integrand of eq. (92). The area under each curve.is proportional to the total angular momentum flux excited in the disk by 
a circular satellite. Note that the vertical scales for the two curves are different. 
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a) Angular Momentum Deposition 
We inquire about the fate of the angular momentum (positive or negative) which is deposited at a Lindblad 
resonance by an external torque. For disks composed of gas, the angular momentum is carried away from the 
resonance by a trailing density wave (GTl; GT2; GT3). The angular momentum carried by the wave is transferred 
to the gas as the wave damps. The viscous damping length lv satisfies 
for Q = 0(1), 
!!:_ >::! ( c3 )2/3 for Q » 1 
r m112vrQ2 
(GTl). The viscous damping time is obtained from lv and the group velocity c9 (GTl). We find 
tv>::! n-1(Qr2/m2v)1/3. 
(97) 
(98) 
The viscous damping time is independent of Q because it is determined by the rate at which the perturbed velocity 
field is sheared by differential rotation. Note that for sufficiently strong perturbations, nonlinear damping will 
reduce lv and tv below the values given here. 
The spatial variation of the angular momentum transferred to the disk material is smooth if and only if the 
damping length is long compared to the distance between adjacent Lindblad resonances, dm >::! rjm2. Iflinear viscous 
damping dominates, this requires 
m » (Q3vr02/c3)1/4 
m » ( vrn2 jc3)215 
for Q = 0(1), 
for Q » 1. (99) 
The behavior of particulate disks is slightly more complicated. A particulate disk can support sound waves if 
r » 1 and/or gravity waves if Q = 0(1). In these cases equation (97) for the damping length is valid, with the 
viscosity given by equation (96). Note that for Q » 1 the radial interval Ar1 occupied by the first cycle of the wave is 
given by (cf. GTl) 
Ar 1 ( 3n2c2 )1/3 
-r- >::! mr2Q2 . 
For a particulate disk with r » 1 the ratio of lv to Ar1 is simply 
lv/ Ar 1 "' (3n2 /r2)1/3 . 
(100) 
(101) 
The concept of a wave is valid only if r » 1 (i.e., if the damping length is longer than the first wavelength). 
b) Gap Formation 
The radial distribution of the disk material adjusts in response to the addition or subtraction of angular 
momentum. If the spatial scale of angular momentum deposition is small compared with the spacing between 
resonances, there will be a tendency for gaps to form at each resonance (GTl). Since the external torque at a 
Lindblad resonance is proportional to~ (cf. eq. [13]), any reduction in~ is accompanied by a reduction of the 
torque. 
The angular momentum AH needed to open a gap of radius Ar is AH >::! ~Q(rAr)2 . The torque 
(102) 
(cf. eq. [13]) supplies AH in a time Atopen >::! AH/T~.m· The tendency for gap formation is opposed by viscous 
diffusion which fills up a gap of width Ar on a time scale Atciose >::! (Ar)2 /v. Gap formation requires Atc1ose > Atopen or 
M. ;;;: _!__ (-v-)1/2 
MP m Qr2 or 
M 1 (c)( , )112 
M:;;;: m Or 1 + r 2 (103) 
for particulate disks. Note that the requirement for gap formation is independent of~. It is also independent of Ar so 
long as Ar exceeds the viscous damping length. 
c) Disks of Low Optical Depth 
We consider a particulate disk of low optical depth with Q » 1. Particle collisions are assumed to be sufficiently 
inelastic that, far from resonances, the rms random velocity is of order bQ (Brahic 1977). The character of the 
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motion of a particle close to a Lindblad resonance depends on !!..a = a - rres• f1 = Ms/ M P' m, and we. We assume 
m » 1, 11m2 « 1, and we/0. ~ f1213m413 . We distinguish three separate classes of particles, according to the value of 
ll!..a/al. Resonant perturbations do not, in general, shuffle particles from one class to another. 
For class 1, 11112 < ll!..a/al « 1, collisions tend to relax the orbits toward the stable periodic orbit which at !!..a has e 
,...., 11la/ l!..al. The periodic orbits do not intersect. The particles have an rms velocity of order bQ relative to the periodic 
motion. 
For class 2, 11213m 113 < ll!..a/al < 11112 , there are stable periodic orbits withe,...., Jlla/l!..al. However, neighboring 
periodic orbits cross so that collisions prevent particles from moving on these orbits. The behavior of class 2 
particles is as follows: typical orbital eccentricities are e ,...., Jlla/ !!..al since the time between collisions, we- 1 , is much 
longer than the time t 2 ,...., (Qm)- 1 la/11al, over which the resonant perturbation builds up e. Particles in class 2 are 
most likely to collide with particles of class 1. If either collision partner ends up in class 2, it will tend to have an e 
which is below average for its l!!..al. Resonant perturbations will subsequently increase e to a value appropriate to its 
ll!..al in a time of order t 2 • 
For class 3, ll!..a/al < f1 213 m113, resonant perturbations increase e from zero up to an average value ,...., f1 113m - 113 on 
a time scale t 3 ,...., o.- 1f1- 213m- 413 « we- 1 . Class 3 particles collide most often with those from class 1. A particle 
which finds itself in class 3 after a collision will almost always have a value of e which is below average. The resonant 
perturbation will then restore e to the average value "'f1 113m- 113 in a time t 3. 
The resonant perturbation must supply energy to a particle to build up its eccentricity after a collision. The energy 
required to produce an eccentricity e is !!..E ,...., t sgn (QP - O.)a20.2me2. Assuming that the surface density of particles 
is independent of !!..a, we find that the total rate at which the resonant perturbation supplies energy to the disk is 
(104) 
The dominant contribution comes from particles with l!!..a/al ~ 11213 m113 following a collision. Note that the rate of 
energy dissipation in collisions is "'sgn (Q- QP)m- 1 times the rate given in equation (104). From the Jacobi 
integral the torque exerted on the disk is 
T = Q- 1 _ ,...., sgn (Q _ Q)I.a4Q2 _s m213 ____c_ • dE (M )413 (w) 
P dt P MP Q (105) 
This expression for Tis valid for wc/0. ~ f1213m413 , since then the forced eccentricity of a class 3 orbit will regain its 
full value between collisions. Note that for wc/0. ,...., f1 213m413 , T given by equation (105) is e~al to the value used 
elsewhere in the paper (cf. eqs. [13] and [102]). This result indicates that the expression forT m.m given by equation 
(13) is valid for all we :<:; O.f1213 m413. 
Finally, we relate we to the optical depth r. A conservative estimate is obtained by using equation (95); in this case 
the torque equation (13) is valid so long as 
(106) 
However, equation (95) does not take into account that the particles which contribute most to the torque have much 
larger random velocities ,...., f1 113m - 113Qr than the random velocities ,...., Qb of the class 1 particles with which they 
collide. Hence, equation (106) represents a conservative upper limit to the value of rcrit· 
Franklin et al. (1979) have previously obtained results similar to these in a study of the evolution of asteroid 
orbits. 
d) Applications to Planetary Rings 
We have described elsewhere (GTl) the manner in which Mimas clears the Cassini division between Saturn's A 
and Brings. We have also proposed that the narrow rings of Uranus are confined by torques due to small, as yet 
undiscovered, satellites which orbit within the ring system (Goldreich and Tremaine 1979a). It seems likely that the 
Jovian ring is also shaped by interactions with small satellites such as the newly discovered J XIV. 
Each planetary ring system is found close to its parent planet. Presumably, the ring material lies close to or within 
the Roche limit, and that is why it does not rapidly collect into satellites. The condition that the rings are located 
near the Roche limit tells us that p ~ MP/r3 or Gp ~ 0.2 • 
The random velocities and particle sizes in planetary disks are not well determined. Dynamical considerations 
(Brahic 1977; Goldreich and Tremaine 1978a) imply that c :<:: Qb and suggest that c ~ Qb may often apply. 
However, the latter relation should be used with caution since the random velocities may be enhanced by satellite 
interactions near resonances (cf. § V c), by gravitational scattering due to atypically large ring particles (Cuzzi et al. 
1979), and, for small particles, by electrostatic repulsion which inhibits physical collisions at low velocities. 
The relations Gp ~ 0.2 and c ~ O.s may be used to simplify the equations derived earlier in this section. Here we 
merely point out that they imply Q ~ r - 1 . 
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e) Eccentricity Evolution 
In § lie we showed that torques due to I = m ± 1 corotation resonances damp the satellite's orbital eccentricity 
while those due to I= m ± 1 Lindblad resonances excite it. When all of the resonances are unsaturated, the net 
result is that the eccentricity damps. However, the corotation resonances are easier to saturate than the Lindblad 
resonances. This saturation arises because of trapping of the particles' orbital angular velocity into libration about 
the pattern velocity. When the strongest corotation resonances are saturated and the Lindblad resonances are not, 
the orbital eccentricity will grow to some finite value. This process will be discussed further in a subsequent paper. 
VI. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we present an illustrative application of our results to the interaction of Jupiter with the 
protoplanetary nebula. We assume that Jupiter's mass and orbital radius have their present values: M'4 
= 0.001 M 0 = 2 x 1030 g, a'4 = 5.2 AU= 7.8 x 1013 em. Jupiter's mean motion is n = 1.7 x 10- 8 s- 1. The 
appropriate value for the nebular surface density is less certain. If the condensed matter now in the terrestrial planets 
represents a mass fraction "'5 x 10- 3 of the original nebula, then the mean surface density inside Jupiter's orbit 
was "'130 gem- 2. If we spread Jupiter's mass uniformly over an annulus between ta and ~a, we obtain ~ 
= 50 gem - 2 • These are conservative estimates of the nebular surface density in the neighborhood of Jupiter. Thus, 
we will express our results in units of ~100 = ~/100 gcm- 2, recognizing that ~100 ;;;:; 1. Similarly, we write the 
nebular temperature in units of T100 = T/100 K. The sound speed for molecular hydrogen is c = 7.6 
x 104 Ti~20 em s- 1 • 
Toomre's stability parameter (eq. [84]) for the disk is Q ~ 60Ti~20~1010 . Thus the self-gravity of the disk is 
unimportant. In this case the maximum azimuthal wavenumber which contributes to the torque on Jupiter (cf. eq. 
[93]) is mmax = 0.69Qajc ~ 12T10\j2. The distance of the corresponding Lindblad resonance from Jupiter is Ia 
- rl/a ~ 2/(3mmax) = 0.06Ti~2o· 
The scale of the density waves excited at the resonances is relatively large. From equation (1 00) the radial interval 
L\r1 occupied by the first cycle is given by Arda = 0.46m- 113 Ti\?0 • Form= mmax• .1\rda = 0.2Ti\?0. Clearly, the 
temperature of the nebula is sufficiently high that our approximation c « Qa (cf. § Ila) is not very good; nevertheless 
our formulae are still useful for rough estimates of the torques on Jupiter. 
The molecular viscosity of the nebula is negligible. Therefore, the viscous damping length lv (eq. [97]) depends on 
whether the nebula is turbulent. If it is turbulent, and we write v = (I(C2 ;n, (I( < 1 for the turbulent viscosity, we find 
lv/a ~ 0.15(1(- 213m- 113 Ti\?o. (107) 
By contrast, the distance between resonances for m » 1 is .1\rja ~ 2/3m2 • In the region where the torques are 
strongest, m ~ 12, .1\r ~ lv· Thus the spatial variation of the angular momentum transferred to the disk is smooth, 
even if there is strong ((I("' 1) turbulent viscosity. 
Finally, we must check that our linear approximation is correct. A rough criterion for the validity of the linear 
approximation is that the radial velocity u should be subsonic at the resonance. From the solutions in GTl we find 
the maximum value of ujc at the Lindblad resonance to be 
max[~ (rL)J = 1.0 ~: m113(~'Y13 = 0.12m 113 T1~66 = 0.27T1010 form= mmax· (108) 
Thus, the perturbations are linear at the resonance. 
With these preliminaries we may apply equation (30) to estimate the time scale over which Jupiter's semimajor 
axis evolves. We replace the ring mass M, by 2nr~dr and integrate over r up to Ia - rl = 2a/3mmax· For mmax » 1, we 
find 
~ da = 5 6(M·)(~a2) 3 + . nmrnax. 
a dt - MP MP 
(109) 
The ± sign refers to the contribution from the parts of the disk interior and exterior to the satellite, respectively. 
With our scant knowledge of the nebula we cannot be certain whether the interior or exterior torque is larger. Thus, 
we can estimate only the magnitude of the effect, not its sign. For the parameters we have adopted here a- 1dajdt = 
±•; 1, where the characteristic time <a= 6 x 102 yr ~1010 TI~20 . Since most of the torque comes from the parts of the 
disk with Ia - rl/a "' m.;;-,!, we expect that gradients in the disk properties will always lead to a residual torque which 
is at least m.;;-.~ times the torque from one side of the disk. Thus, Jupiter's semimajor axis will evolve on a time scale 
~mmax<a"' 7 X 103 yr ~l010T100· 
Similarly, we can estimate the time scale for the damping of Jupiter's eccentricity by the disk from equation (31): 
~de = -2 0 59(M·)(~a2)n. 4 d X . M M ~~mmax . e t P P (110) 
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The factor 2 is a reminder that both the interior and exterior contribute to the eccentricity damping. If we write 
e- 1dejdt = -r; 1, we find re = 3 x 102 yr L1loTt00 • Note that reis somewhat less certain than 'ta since the cutoff 
lrlrnax was calculated only for the I = m Lindblad resonances which are the most important for ra, not for the I = m 
± 1 Lindblad resonances and I = m corotation resonances which make the dominant contribution to re. 
VII. SUMMARY 
We have calculated the rate at which angular momentum and energy are transferred between a disk and a satellite. 
The main approximations are: (1) we use linear perturbation theory; (2) we assume that the eccentricity of the 
satellite is small, and (3) we assume that the disk is thin, i.e., c « O.R. 
The calculations are done by independent methods in§§ II and III. The main results are: the rate of change of the 
satellite's semimajor axis (eqs. [28] and [65]) and the rate of change of the satellite's eccentricity (eqs. [29] and [74]). 
These equations yield the contribution from a single ringlet of mass M, and negligible radial extent; the total 
contribution from a disk is obtained by summing the effects of many ringlets. 
In general, torques from Lindblad resonances increase the satellite's eccentricity while those from corotation 
resonances damp it; to lowest order in ethe corotation torques are slightly larger in a Kepler disk (eq. [31]), and the 
eccentricity damps in the absence of saturation. 
If the satellite is embedded in a disk, torques from resonances with azimuthal wavenumber m » mmax = flmaxO.R/c 
are not important(§ IV). For Kepler disks, 11max = 0.69 for Q = oo and flmax = 1.45 for Q = 2. The torque on the disk 
cuts off for Ia - rl ;S mc/(21AIIrlrnax) (eqs. [28], [30], and [65]). 
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